
Free time

Group Tour

Presentation 

* In the package price included

City tour

8:00

9:00

Start City Tour at 9.15

10:00 - Metro

- Cablecar

11:00 - Lunch "Top of Medellin"

- Visting different "barrios"

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00 Visiting VIVA (biggist shopping Mall)

16:00

Shutle back to the Hotel

17:00 Having a shower and relax

18:00 Conference room (VISA and TAX)

19:00 Prepare you for the dinner

Shutle to the Restaurant

20:00 dinner with other expienced Expats

21:00 First Shutle back to the hotel

22:00 Second shutle back to the hotel

- Learning about the public transportation (*)

- Learning ATM's and using Cell phones and Whatsapp group (*)

- We show you some different parts of Medellin (*)

- We have a typical Colombian lunch on the top of Medellin

- We go to the biggest Shopping Mall enjoy free time and discover on your own (*)

- We will see one of the most spectacular bar on the roof top 

- Learning about Visa's to immigrate to Colombia in the hotel's conference room (*)



- With the shutle bus we are going to a amazing place for dinner with a unique view (* drinks not included)

- First possiblity to talk during the dinner with expats living already in Medellin (*)

- The shutle bus brings you back to the hotel

A day off

8:00

- Welcome Desk is open

9:00 - Your translator will be waiting for you

- We give your tips what to do

10:00 - Or just enjoy the relaxing hotel

11:00

12:00 - book a personal Visa consulting

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00 - We meet in the conference room in the hotel

- A Health care specialist is talking about the heath care system

18:00

- Welcome desk is open for all your belongings

19:00 - Tips for the evening and feedback

20:00

21:00

22:00

- Today you can visit Medellin on your own. 

- If you want a translator with you who knows the city please book it in advance

- We can recommend you interesting spots in Medellin (*)



- Book your personal visa and tax consulting (1 hour) during the day (*)

- With the cell phone you allways can reach us out in case that you need an information or got in trouble (*)

- At 5pm we meet up in the conference room in the hotel  (*)

- A heath care specialist will held a presentation and you can ask questions (*)

- We give you tips for the night (*)

- if you want a translator who is going to the night life with you please book it in advance

Real estate tour / Sabaneta and la Estrella

8:00

9:00

10:00 - We leave at 10am at the hotel

11:00 - We are visiting 3 types of rental apartments 

- You get a impresion what you get for your money

12:00 - We get an impression of three different "barrios"

13:00 - Having lunch together 

14:00 -Visiting the parque of Sabaneta 

-Driving to la Estrella 

15:00

- Shutle back to the hotel 

16:00

17:00

18:00 - We show you Laureles and its restaurant and night life 

- Or you go by your self and discover the night live

19:00

- After dinner in Laurels (individual) we meet to see "la setenta" 

20:00

21:00 - First shutle back to the Hotel (*)

22:00 - Second shutle back to the hotel (*)

- Today you will see different apartments in different price categories for rent (*)

- You see Sabaneta a beautiful suburb of Medellin (*)

- Having lunch individuly

- 10 min by car we are already in la Estrella a typical Colombian village. You see how fast you can escape the city and find yourself in the nature (*)



- The shutle brings us back to the hotel where we arrive around 16.00 (*)

- Who wants to join the evening with us in Laureles "barrio of Medellin" is very welcome. We are leaving arround 18.00 (*)

- Who prefers to discover Medellins night life by himself can do so (a translator can be booked in advance)

- We will show you one of Medellin's night life destricts with many restaurants bars and musik. (*)

- You can have dinner in one the restaurants of your choise

- At 21.00 the first shutle drives back to the hotel (*)

- At 22.00 the second shutle drives back (*)

Guatape

8:00

- Start our country side trip to Guatape at 8:30 pick-up time

9:00

- enjoing the ride to Guatape we will have a coffee break

10:00

11:00 - Arriving at Guatape 

12:00 - Lunch in Guatape

- Sight seeing of an old colonel city (time to buy suveyneers)

13:00

14:00 - Boat trip

15:00

16:00 - Shutle back to the hotel

17:00 -Stop over at a Fince

18:00

-Arriving in the hotel (welcome desk will be open)

19:00

20:00

21:00

22:00

- Today you will see more about the beauty of Colombia

- With a comftable van we drive to Guatape (appox. 2 hours 30 min) (*)

- We will have a coffee break outside of Medellin (*)

- Drinks (mineral water…) are during the journey allways available (*)



- We arrive arround 11am in Guatape (who wants can go up the red rock can do so)

- After enyoing the view over the lackes we go down to the old colonial village (*)

- You can discover the little village by your own and having lunch in a typical paisa restaurant

- With you cell phone you can reach us out when you need help (*)

- We have also 2 translators with us when you need one (*) 

- A nurse is joing us for medical needs (*)

- Together we make a cruise on the lake (*)

-We leave Guatape  approx. 15.30

- We have a stop over in a typical Finca and drink and visit the finca

- We arrive arround 19.00 in the hotel

A day off

8:00

- Welcome Desk is open

9:00 - Your translator will be waiting for you

- We give your tips what to do

10:00 - Or just enjoy the relaxing hotel

11:00

12:00 - book a personal Visa consulting

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00 - We meet in the conference room in the hotel

- You learn about Insurances in Colombia

17:00 - Feedback

- Second tour (living in Medellin)

18:00

- Shutle to the Restaurant

19:00 - Dinner with other expienced Expats

20:00

21:00 - First Shutle back to the hotel

22:00 - Second shutle back to the hotel



- Today you can visit Medellin on your own again.

- If you want a translator with you who knows the city please book it in advance

- We can recommend you interesting spots in Medellin (*)

- Second possibility to book your personal visa and tax consulting (1 hour) during the day (*)

- With the cell phone you allways can reach us out in case that you need an information or got in trouble (*)

- At 16.00  we meet up in the conference room in the hotel  (*)

- A insurance specialist will held a presentation about the important insurances available (*)

- Feedback, questions and next steps for relocation

- At 18.30 we are leaving for our second dinner with experienced Expats (*)

- We will enjoy a dinner in a amazing enviroment you will have enough time to ask your questions 

- At 21.00 or 22.00 you can use one of our shutles back to the hotel 
























